- A career-oriented university: strong ties with employers: an emphasis on work-study arrangements: an entrepreneurial culture
- An innovative university: a campus that is innovating around sustainable transportation: a mechanism for corporate innovation projects (INOPME-R): a subsidiary dedicated to technology transfer (VALUTEC)
- The university in figures: 4 small, people-friendly campuses in Valenciennes, Cambrai, and Maubeuge, 8 teaching faculties and 8 research units, 5 libraries
4 university restaurants, athletic facilities, 50 student clubs and associations

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- 4 broad academic divisions: Science, Technology, Health Law, Economics, Management Arts, Letters, Languages, Humanities and Social Sciences
- Students have the opportunity to study abroad in one or more of 100 partner institutions.
- UPHF is a comprehensive university that includes 1 university institute of technology (IUT), 3 specialized institutes, 3 academic faculties, and 1 school of engineering. It is home to the Jean Monnet chair in the law of the European Union and changes in European economic and social integration.

◆ RESEARCH
Research potential The university pursues a vigorous research policy: sustainable transportation, digital vision, advanced materials, and urban engineering and housing are the chief directions of research of UVHC's 8 laboratories.
- 4 broad research areas are science and technology, mathematics, literature and humanities, and information and communication.
- The Railenium Technological Research Institute
- A technopole Advanced equipment (C3T)
- An international campus (CISIT)
- A subsidiary dedicated to technology transfer (VALUTEC)
- Image production: advanced competencies in the image creation and digital creativity

◆ STRENGTHS
Major strengths in the area of education: a variety of high-quality curricular programs, innovative teaching, a dynamic network of international partnerships, effective career placement for graduates. UPHF is recognized as having one of the highest job placement rates in France.

◆ Precise name of the institution
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France
◆ Type of institution
Public
◆ City where the main campus is located
Valenciennes
◆ Number of students
10 600
◆ Percentage or number of international students
10%
◆ Type and level of qualifications awarded
LMD - Institution diploma - Other diplomas (double diplomas) - Engineering diploma
◆ French language courses
Yes
◆ Programs for international students
Yes
◆ Programs in English
Yes
◆ Registration fees/year
(for information only)
According to diplomas between 189,10 and 615,10 euros (national fees)
◆ Postal address
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France - Service des Relations Internationales
Le Mont Houy F-59313 Valenciennes Cedex 9

http://www.uphf.fr
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